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Some electronic resources aggregators (e.g., EBSCO and Proquest) publish a MARC 
file of removed works where each MARC leader's position 5, Record Status, has a ‘d’ 
for Deleted. If you import such a MARC file via function [Import a MARC Bib Bib File], 
then the software will prompt you:   
 

  |-------------------------   Cancelled bibs   -----------------|  

  | # bibs out of ## have the status CANCEL.                     |  

  | Moreover ### bibs have a MARC Leader 05 Record Status of 'd' |  

  | for Deleted.                                                 |  

  | 2 bibs are currently in the catalog.                         |  

  | 2 bibs have imported URLs.                                   |  

  | Is this an online collection that you want to remove from    |  

  | your catalog?                                                |  

  | [Go to Batch Control and let me figure things out]           |  

  | [Display the bibs then let me decide]                        |  

  | [Remove this online collection from the catalog]             |  

  |--------------------------------------------------------------|  

   

The # is the count of bibs that are cancelled.   
 
The ## is the total number of bibs in the MARC file.   
 
The ### is the number of MARC bibs with a MARC Leader 05 Record Status of 'd' for 
Deleted.   
 
Function [Go to Batch Control and let me figure things out] will do that. In Batch Control 
you can use any of the Batch Control functions, such as remove the batch, remove bibs 
from batch, or display the bibs.  
 
Function [Display the bibs then let me decide] uses Batch Control's [Display Bibs]. 
There the entire MARC bib or selected tags, such as the title at 245 and/or the URLs at 
856, can be shown.   
 
Function [Remove this online collection from the catalog] goes directly to function 
[Remove Online Collection], fully documented elsewhere. Works which have print, 
restricted URLs, or other URLs simply have this batch's URLs removed from the 
catalog. Works that only have this batch's URLs have their entire MARC bibs removed 
from the catalog. The session will look like this:   
 
  Function [Remove Online Collection] on 01/25/2015 18:01  

  1. Batch Control->Remove Online Collection  

  2. Batch# ##: Remove online only bibs  

  3. Batch# ###: Remove URL for bibs with print with other  

     unrelated URLs.   

  4. Removed the now empty import batch# #### 

  5. Done. Archive this log and/or Close the window now.   

 

   

##, ###, and #### will be batch numbers specific to your session.   
 


